Chat with a Woman Astronomer. A pioneer activity organised by SEA’s Comisión Mujer y Astronomía to commemorate 11F.
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Abstract

Since 2015, February 11th commemorates the International Day of Women and Girls in Science, as set up by the United Nations. Such vindication is fully supported by the Spanish Astronomical community, represented by the Spanish Astronomical Society (SEA) and, particularly, by its Woman and Astronomy Unit (Comisión Mujer y Astronomía, CMyA). Chat with a woman astronomer was organised by CMyA on February 7th, 2018 with the aim at approaching the role of women in Astronomical research to the general public. During almost the full day, women astronomers were constantly available through an online platform to chat about their job as professional astronomers or their experience as women working in science.

1 11F: International Day of Women and Girls in Science

In 2015, the United Nations established that the International Day of Women and Girls in Science will be celebrated on February 11th (11F) every year. Since September 2016, focused activities are organised in Spain under the umbrella of 11defebrero.org, in order to approach the reality of women working in science and promote scientific vocation among young girls. This initiative is supported and spread out by a non-profit-group of researchers and science communicators.

The Spanish Astronomical Society (SEA), represented by its Woman and Astronomy Unit (Comisión Mujer y Astronomía, CMyA), shares the worrisome behind 11F and supports the organisation of activities helping to i) recognise the role of women astronomers; and ii) disseminate the message that Astronomy is a career suitable for women as well as for men.

In February 2017, CMyA organised two activitites within the framework of 11F: 1) the
publication of a panel including pictures of women astronomers, either Spanish or working in Spain; and 2) *Chat with a Woman Astronomer*, a full-day activity carried out on February 7th, consisting of an online platform through which anyone, regardless of gender or age, could connect and talk to a professional woman astronomer.

2 Chat with a Woman Astronomer: the activity

*Chat with a Woman Astronomer* was organised through the online chatting platform PureChat in its free version. PureChat allows to set up a group of *chatters* with access to all possible chats requested through an external link, which was disseminated by the SEA through its usual channels and mailing list. An automatic message is received by the external user, asking for patience while a woman astronomer is connecting to his/her/their chat. As soon as one chatter accepts the chat, the header of the chatting window changes to show the name and photo of the woman astronomers. Chats may last for as much as time as desired by both chatter and external user. We note that no information from the user is previously requested; while it is possible to create an input form through PureChat, we decided to minimise barriers between the user and chatter.

CMyA made a call looking for volunteer woman astronomers to participate in this activity, which was very well accepted by the astronomical community. The final calendar shown in Figure 1 includes 32 women astronomers, spread in 30-minutes slots covering the full February 7th day from 8am to 12pm (time of Mainland Spain).

3 Some statistics and results

*Chat with a Woman Astronomer* proved as a huge success: 513 chats were answered during the day. The chat was definitively closed at 12:30pm, thus the activity lasted for 16.5 hours in total. We must note that the pioneery nature of the activity prevented us from disseminating it as much as we could: such high demand despite of the limited advertising indicates the great interest of the Spanish people in Astronomy.

Figure 2 shows the amount of chats requested along the day: the red histogram corresponds to answered chats, while the remaining represent missed chats. The grey histogram indicates chats that were closed in <1 minute of waiting time; the majority of these cases correspond to disconnections or non-desired chats, i.e., users that were curious but did not have true intention of chatting. The yellow histogram therefore represents the actual distribution of unanswered chats, which amounts to 44.

We received chat requests from a variety of people of all ages and gender. The morning hours were mostly occupied by students between 10 and 17 years old at school. Teachers from science and computing lessons allowed the students to connect, both in groups or individually. Individual cases caused some saturation as they implied many simultaneous chat requests. For this reason, many women astronomers connected for longer times than their planned 30-minutes slots, and they even reconnected several times during the day to help answering chats. Each chatter answered between 5 and 68 chats, with a maximum of 20 simultaneous chats.
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Figure 1: Calendar of the Chat with a Woman Astronomer activity, which took place on February 7th, 2018 from 8am to 12pm. 32 Spanish or Spanish-based women astronomers volunteered to be available to chat online about their research or their experience as women working in science.

The great success of the activity is hugely due to the friendly willingness of the volunteers.

We should also note that most people expressed their interest in having activities like Chat with a Woman Astronomer more often, which they found very positive and useful.
Figure 2: Answered and missed chats along the day. The 513 answered chats are shown in red, while yellow and grey histograms account for actually missed and not-true chats, respectively. Not-true chats correspond to premature disconnections by the users.

4 Some comments from the chatters

While we cannot keep record of the conversations due to legal protection of personal data, the Chat with a Woman Astronomer was a rewarding activity not only for the public but also for the chatters; here we transcribe some comments from the volunteers.

I was surprised by the fact that many questions came from very young girls and boys in high school. They were very keen in learning how to become professional astronomers. They showed passion and happiness of being able to talk to us and ask questions. Very beautiful experience!

It has been amazing, I think since University I had not written down so much!

It has been great, funny and a huge success! I was chatting with a 10-years-old boy!
It was such an experience. I hope to participate again next year... many people asked me whether we were going to organise this again!

It was a challenge and an adrenaline rush to try to answer all kinds of questions. Beautiful experience!

It reminded me of when I was a child and they set up a phone to talk to an astronaut. Parents connected to help their young children and at the end they told me how excited the kids were. They even made me a drawing! Very gratifying for both sides.

I was happy, inspired, excited by this experience. I want to repeat now!

Goal accomplished! It is such a proud that we were so many in this first experience.

I met a 18-years-old girl who wanted to become a professional astrophysicist, but people around her used to tell her that it is a men’s career. She said that talking to me helped her decide to go for it!